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INTRODUCTION 

Environmental conditions encountered in storage, 
installation, operation and maintenance affects the 
performance and operational lie of a drive system. 
Proper performance and normal operational life can 
be expected by maintaining a proper environment for 
the drive system. Environments which include one or 
more of the following characteristics should be con- 
sidered hostile to drive performance and life. 

1. Dirt, dust and foreign matter 

2. Vibration and shock 

3. Moisture ancl vapors 

4. Temperature extremes 

5. Caustic fumes 

6. Power lime fluctuations 

7. Electromagnetic interference (noise) 

The more common types of environmental prob- 
lems can be avoided by proper storage, installation 
and maintenance procedures. In addition, once a 
hostile environment is recognized, certain measures 
can be incorporated into the design of the equipment 
to lessen the likelihood of premature failure or re- 
duced lie. 

The following will provide information and in- 
structions to lessen or eliminate certain types of 
potential problems. 

Storage Requirements 

The equipment must be placed under adequate 
cover immediately upon receipt as most packing 
cases are not suitable for out-of-doors or unpro- 
tected storage. 

If the equipment is not to be installed immediately, 
it should be stored in a clean, dry location at ambient 
temperatures of from 
(131oF). 

-20°C (-4°F) to +55’C 
The surrounding air must be free of chemical 

and electrically conductive contaminants. The equip- 
ment can normally be stored at 55°C for a period up 
to six months. If stored at 40°C or lower, the storage 
normally can be up to one year. 

Precautions should be taken to prevent condensa- 
tion from forming within the equipment enclosure. 
If the storage environment exceeds a 15°C (27’F) 
drop in temperature at 50% humidity over a 4 hour 
period, a space heater should be installed inside each 
enclosure to prevent condensation. Higher humidi- 
ties with smaller temperature changes will also 
cause condensation. 

Condensation occurs when air containing some 
moisture is cooled below its dew point. The dew 
point represents saturation of the air, and is the 

temperature at which the moisture starts to condense 
into water. It is not a fixed temperature but rather 
is related to the initial temperature of the air and its 
relative humidity at that temperature. The amount 
of moisture that can be held in the air is related 
to the air temperature. The following examples 
illustrate some of these relationships. 

Air 
Relative Wgt. of Moisture 

Dew 
Temp 

Humiditv in 1 lb. of 
Point 

FC %- Dry Air, Grains F C 

104 40 100 345 104 40 
104 40 80 270 97 36 
104 40 40 130 75 24 
104 40 10 32 37 3 
50 10 100 54 50 10 
50 10 80 42 43 6 
50 10 40 21 25 -4 

In industrial drives, condensation is a possibility 
in applications where air temperature changes are 
large and rapid and/or the air is moist. For example, 
an outdoor crane operating in sunshine on a winter 
day, which then is shut down and parked in the 
shade will experience a rapid drop in temperature. 
This can result in condensation inside the drive. 
Adding heat to keep the air temperature above its 
dew point can prevent condensation. 

If storage temperatures below - 20°C (-4’F) are 
likely to be present, then auxiliary heat should be 
added in each enclosure to maintain temperature at 
or above -20°C. For assistance in heater size selec- 
tion contact the General Electric Company. 

When a drive that has been in operation is shut 
down for either a short or extended period of time, 
it is recommended the environmental conditions be 
maintained the same as when in operation. Power, 
ventilation, or heating and air conditioning (if used) 
should be left on during the downtime to prevent 
large changes in temperature and possible moisture 
condensation. 

insfallafioa 

The drive system is designed for operation in 
ambient temperatures ranging from 10°C (5O’F) to 
40% (104°F) and relative humidities up to 90 percent. 
It should be recognized, however, that since the life 
expectancy of any electronic component decreases 
with increased ambient temperature, reduction of the 
ambient temperature will bring about extended com- 
ponent life. For example, longer component life should 
be expected if the ambient temperature is held be- 
tween 20QC (68v) and 30°C (86OF). 
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EQWIPMENT SHOULD NEVER BE IN- 
STALLED WHERE HAZARDOUS, IN- 
FLAMMABLE OR COMBUSTIBLE 
VAPORS OR DUSTS 
LESS IT IS EXPLGS 
EQUIPMENT. 

Drive system power units equipped with filters are 
suitable for most factory areas where other industrial 
equipment is installed. Locations subject to steam 
vapors or excess moisture, oil vapor or chemical 
fumes should be avoided. Power units should be 
installed in a well-ventilated area not subject to 
excessive heat. 

Be sure to protect the interior equipment from 
metal particles when cutting or drilling entrances for 
interconnection wiring and cables. 

It is recommended that the signal leads be isolated 
or separated from power leads by using separate 
conduits. The input speed command (reference) and 
tachometer feedback (if supplied) or other external 
feedback signals be twisted pairs with at least ten 
twists per foot or twisted shielded cable with the 
shield grounded at only one end. Reference the 
elementary or interconnection diagram. 

If additional relays ot contactors are added in the 
SCR equipment enclosure, WC suppression networks 
should be added across the coils. 

CAUTBON 

DO NGT USE POWER FACTOR COR- 
RI.X!TION CAPACITORS WITH THIS 
EQUIPMENT WITHGUT CONSULTING 
THE SPEED VARIATOR PRODUCTS 
DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC 
COMPANY. DAMAGE CAN RESULT 
FROM HIGH VOLTAGES GENERATED 
WHEN CAPACITORS ARR SWITCHED. 

Before power is applied to the drive system, checks 
should be made to see that all internal connections 
are tight, that plug-in printed circuit cards are fully 
seated and that all open relays and contactors operate 
freely by hand. Check that the equipment is clean 
and that no metal chips are present. 

Erratic or abnormal equipment operation due to 
some environmental conditions and suggested remedies 
are listed in the following environmental checklist: 

CONDITION 

Zlectrical Power Line 

“Soft” ac power lines droop under steady Stiffen u source 
state load or when heav 

Y . 
loads-such as large 

Can affect unregulated power supplies; can 

induction motors or e ectrlc arc welders- 
drop ac line voltage out of limits specified for load to di pr d 

substation. etc.); shift 
erent loa center. 

are applied. 
drive equipment (+lO%, -5% ; can cause 
fuse blowing on static regenera i Ive drives. 

Noisy ac line, full of voltage “spikes” or 
“holes”; high fre uency noise generated b 

Can cause SCR misfiring, erratic system per- Shift to less noisy 
noise source or drive 

SCR drives on ac eeder; transient high vol - 9 Y 
formance/operation; overvoltages can de- 
stroy semiconductor devices. other com- isolation transformer 

ages on line. ponents. 

“Stiff” ac line (high short circuit capability). 

Line volta-ge dips for several cycles or dis- 
ap ears entirely, single or polyphase, due to 
llg!tnin 
supplie d 

strikes on transmission lines: ac 
through collector rings or shoes. 

Can be hazardous to equipment and person- 
nel due to high short circuit current levels. 

Provide adequate short circuit protection 
between drive and substation. 

Equipment may be shut down, blow fuses, or 
behave Intermittently. 

MG set can provide some ride-through due 
system inertia (flywheel effect). 

“Noisy” power conductors induce noise into 
low level signal wire by coupling: operating 
relays produce noise; Improper shieldmg or 
na shielding of low level signal leads can af- 
feet drive operation. 

Any noise inserted !nto.regulator or flringcir- 
cudry can cause misfuing, fuse blowing, and 
errahc drwe operation. 

Mechanical Vibration 

Equipment subjected to vibrations external 
to system such as coupling misalignment, 

Can generate slgnals each revolution, caus- 
ing apparent electrical system instability; 

Realign rotating members: shorten belt 

belt or chain drlve whip, sprocket run-out, eneral deterlorlatlon of connec- 
lengths: true u driven rolls: isolate system 

can cause from external v P 
misallgned or eccentric rolls: drive vibrates ? 

brating masses. 

due to vibrations from nearby equipment 
tlons and w re breakage: can shorten life of 

such as slow speed compressor. 
bearings In drive motor. 

Can cause general deterioration of termlna- 
tlons, wiring connections, wire breakage; 
parts can be shaken loose and dropped onto 
devices, reducing electrical clearances: con- 
tact tips of low level signal rela 
producing erratic drive operat on. r 

s can bounce, 

Isolate vibration sensitive devices; relocate 
offending devices, dampen vibrations by 
using some form of rubber cushlonlng. 

Motor bearings are noisy, indicating wear 
due to vibration. 

Can cause short brush life and poor com- 
mutation. 

Replace bearlngs end remove any motor 
load vibration that may lead to further bear- 
Ing failure. 
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CONDITION 

Atmospherlo Effects 

POTENTIAL PROBLEM SUGGESTED REMEDIES 

Temperature IS too high due to adjacent heat 
sources such as ovens, process heat, ar ex- 
haust from other equipment; au flow blocked 
or restricted. 

Temperature is too low in operating area; 

R 
nor to rnstallatron, drive IS stored in un- 
eated warehouse. 

Can cause driftin of regulated paramenters 
such as speed, g&+har than normal card 
and/or component allure, reduced motor 
bearing life, or shortened insulation life. 

~s;d~use accumulation of frost or moisture 

ground R 
ower unltjmotor, poor reguiabon, 
azards or fuse blowing. Some samI. 

conductors and capacitors can deterrorate. 
SCR’s become more difficult to fire reliably. 
Rust can form on devices and equipment. 

Remove heat source: relocate e 
suppl 

ulpment; 

r 
cooler au; remove any obs ructions; 9 

keep rlters clean’ flood wdh conditloned air 
during extended downtime. 

Supply s ace heaters for sustained storage 
or opera ion at low tern eratures. Minimum P 
storage temperature - ;Po 0 C, minimum oper- 
ating temperature is 10°C usually. 

Accumulahon of dust or dirt in power unit, 
011 vapors m an, motor, or fllters. 

Excess humiddy in area caused by water 
vapor or steam from process: condensat!on 
from water and steam l!pes; area humrdtfy 
ing equrpment set too rgh. 

Process vapors combine with moisture in air 
to form corrosive chemrcals such as hydro- 

sulfide chlorrne compounds sulfur 
%&de mrxt&es; srlrcone vapors n-r Air. 

Particulate matter can reduce contact clear- 
ances on terminals and relays: contacts can 
become contammated; leakage paths can be 
formed; contacts can close but not make 
circuits; motor brush life can be reduced; 

f 
round hazards can exist: motor tempera- 
ure or power unit can be elevated due to 

rmproper air flow. 

Maintain filters on a planned basis; inspect 
power unit and motor for dirt accumulatnon; 
clean equrpment, but avoid use of air hoses 
that may be contaminated with oil particles; 
remove equipment from dirty air paths or 
use air ducts to bring in clean air. 

Can cause collection of moisture in power 
unit or motor, rusting, reduction in creepage 
paths, or ground hazards. 

Locate equipment In less humld area. re- 
move source of moisture or shield drive 
equlpment. 

Can cause corrosion of contacts, electrical 
components and prrnted circujt card tabs 
etchmqs; can cause detertorabon of. motor 
insulatton and commutator films; hfgh re- 
srstance; can cause ground hazards. 

Supply clean air to equipment: add special 
motor enclosures: place equipment in clean 
:;s;enment-such as m a motor control 

. 

Whis Check List supersedes the one in GER-2862. 

Equipment Maintenance 

Periodically inspect the equipment filters (when 
supplied) and change or clean when required. Be 
sure to install filter with the air flow direction as in- 
dicated on the filter. Check all electrical connections 
for tightness, look for signs of poor connections or 
overheating (arcing, discoloration) and manually 
check cooling fans or blowers for easy rotation 
(if supplied). 

Equipment Cleaning 

SCR Conversion Modules, Assemblies, Relays 
and Contactors 

1. Dry dust-Vacuum clean, then blow with dry, 
filtered compressed air (low pressure). 

CAUTION 

SOLVENT CAN HARM NON- 
METAL COMPONENTS. 

2. Oily dirt--Use dry or barely moist (with sol- 
vent) non-liming cloth. Repeat until cloth 
remains clean. All contact tips must be cleaned 
with dry non-linting cloth after solvent has 

been used. Recommended soIvent: Freon TE 
or TF (E.I. DuPont Co.). 

Regulator and Printed Circuit Cards 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Dry dust-Vacuum clean, then blow with dry, 
filtered compressed air (low pressure supply). 

Oily dirt-Certain components (electrolytic 
capacitors, switches, meters, potentiometers 
and transformer;) can be damaged by solvent, 
so its use is not recommended. If necessary, 
use solvent sparingly on a small brush, and 
avoid above components. Clean contact ter- 
minals with dry non-liming cloth after solvent 
has been used. 

If the card is badly contaminated or cor- 
roded, replace. 

Air Filters 

To clean metal filters, flush only with warm water, 
dry and recoat lightly with RP Super Filter Coat 
or equivalent (light oil) or replace the filter. 

Motors 

Motor maintenance is covered by the motor in- 
struction book supplied with the motor and should 
be followed in all cases. If the motor is supplied 
with filters be sure to check and clean or replace 
periodically. 
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